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INTRODUCTION

2A review of the litera ure wouldAndicate that there

are three major professiotwa settings; for whLh evaluaV.ve
-

'and analytical fools have been devised.. The first, which'

will be referred to very briefly ift this paper deals with
'.

, .

those techniques employed in the evaluation of counseling-An

Ii clinical setting. Because the hospital and clinic lend
,

themselves to onigoing research, there has been much.work done

in'this'field. TheJotzCo and The
-Personnel'and Guidance Journal feature articles in.this area

that relate to*the outcome of various techniques as.they apply

to counseling.

The second setting where Analytical techniques have

beendevised is the carless counselor-training program. These

*techniques have teen designed to assist supervisors in-their

work with potential coupselors. Articles on this topic have

been.found in the Personnel and Guidance Journal and Counselor

EducatiOn and Supervision..

The third, and probably least effectively researched,

,area is.the outcome of sthool counseling. Although the behav=

ior.of the counselorin training has been subjected to analysid,,

once he.gains professional status, there appears to be

methods at identifying.good counseling. Part of the pro lem

is that whateiler techniques for evaluation dor existi:

frequently cuibersome.

1.
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Furthermore, a delineation maiit be made between ad-

ministrator satisfaction.and counselor-educator satisfaction

.witha":counselor's performance. Once a pounsely is out La

the field; he is gen'erally more obligated to his present 4m-

ployer,that to,his previous college professor.- .

There is som" research ih the field of secondary

school counseling ou come. Howeven, at the present time, the

literature is lacking ih terms of elementary school counseling

outcome. Elementary School Guidance and Counseling, a journal

whith is only ieveral years old, has wide a serious attempt

at filling this gap. ERIC hit also collected somtidata ih this%

area. The tWo main sources of information havembeen.The School

Counselor and The Personne/ and Guidance Journal.

Review of the Literature

The entire.concept of out e-ravearch was,investigated

1by Kelley Smits Leventhal and Rh4 ea (1970) as.reported in

The Journal of CoUnseling Psychology, between the,years 1964,,

ednd 1968. The authors felt there toit seri9Usimitations

inherent to the pro ess of outcome research. The basic draw-
s

back was the inab ity to pply the ncientific.model which
-

,raguires botka control And experimental group'. We myst be.

concerned with the ethical implications of withhol4ng treat-

pent from thOSe who'need it just so that we hal:re.a cofttrol

group.
oe

These. authors,,though, s:Yere primarily cohcierned with
-

-those techniquevemployed to evaluate outcome in .the

7
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"aerlea Ol'research studies which tiley evaluated. It-u4s

their contention that many of these studies used questionable
.

statistiCal procedures.

... a design in which a single group.is-studied once ,subsequent to sovie agent or treatment presumed 0 _cause
change...such s*,...01es have such a total absence of con-
trol as to be almost na scientific value. (Campbell and
Stanley,,1966)

n view of these findlngs, one must question Dhe;t4lue
_ .

.of much ofithlp.outcome research that already exists. This

cettainly has implications for the future of research' if by

nothing else, imposing greater Oitrictiond.

Arbuckle questions the entire method by which

traditionallY evaluate counselOr success. According to him,

research in Counseling must explore new methoda of evaluationi

some yet unknown at the present-time. l6t1though Arbutkle him-

self accep;s the.therapeutic model as appropriate to-counsel-

ing, he nopvertheless rei:cts the applidation of the-scientifta-4
4;niethod.to the systematic analysis of. buman behavior.'

he kirs,t question has to deo with tAeAsoaearch methodolo y
itself, which has prettk much tended to-imitate the t e-honored scientific ptectices, as they are followed in hephysical sciences and in medicine. ..I:14 somewhatious contradiction, counselors insist on the uniquen ss'
of the human individual, and yet, in their research -yseem to find no difficulty in lumping him as one of
faceless memiAt.rs of a group. (Arbuckle, 1968)

Bergin suggested the following changes:.

The bes,way to capitalize on the ferment and promise inthis a a i to foster d)inical innovation, evaluation of
practices, axd a continuing ability to move toward the
new and the valuable. If this meana4recasting the scien-
tist-pracdWoner model in new terms of innovating practice

8
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1

\
and physics--style1 research, -so be it. The old Irc
done its job and now holAs batk the 'development
viable psychological prefesSion. ( ergin, 1967)

%)
Clinical SettinA: Aubrey (1969) contended that the.use of the

°

therapeutic model originally deviSed for clinical use has been
I ,

I

4.

de' has
f a more'

inappropiiately) applied to the school setting. He seriously

questioned 'whether the techniqdee asdociated withvthe clinical
d

model halr'much Vaitie when dealing with, in general, admormal

population.

..close examination of.. the counselingjiterature reveals
that its theoreticians and 6ractitioners have done little
'to specify the conditions under which tychniques ihould or
should not-be used, have failed to-organize techniques and
piactices Into a meaningful system; and are unable to pre-
dict whaebehavioral results will be produced by certain
techniques.'(Adbrey, 1969)

Bt"ruckle and Aubrey have agreed.that different

methods o luation mu t.,be employed. Aubrey con9Iuded that

th4-applicat1on ofthe tIieraeuticde1 as'Ltechnique in
7

counseling is inappropriate for tkje school setting. Although

there is af abundance of clinically oriented research avail4

tible, its exploration would be inconsistant with the objpetives

of this paper. The-following example although of a clinical

.imature,-has implications for future research in other pro-
.

'fessional settings as well.

Another avenue of'evaluation, used 67Schumacher (1967)

'elskloys the rating of counselors in a clinical setting by their

professional-peers. Hte found .itrikingly 1ow interjudge cor-
_

%

relation.. This is not to say that the technique; in.theory, is

I



not of some potential value. Accor ing to Schumacher, the cri-

teria for evaluation ,Lin his particular stua were too vague.
1

The question arisei, though, whether in elem ntary_schools

where there is generally Only onlCounselor, who would do the
'"._.)

evaluating ? Teacher and administrator bias would interfere-

with,their completing such a task.

Counlelor-trainiv Setting: Counselor-educators twan,atript

at providtng better supervision for their students halie develbped

several tools. One approach to the471:restigation of successful

ucounseling skill is obviously asking the client. This tech-

nique was investigated in 1965'in a study.by Linden, Stone an/d.\

Shertzer. The authors were interested.in testing the reliab iity\

and validity of th9 newly developed Counseling Evaluation,

ventor:SF. They co elit d the.responies ofa-randomly seledted°

group of 7COà6unselors trom throughout the United States and
.

A
386 randbmly selected high scilool students who had been clients

Piand seen by practicum students at Perd
'

University. The actual
/

application of this instrument in the r study was designed to

predict .practicum.student suCces_s. T authors concluded:
-,---._/

In'short,-despite,their brevity all CEI factor scales
and the CEI.total scoreeexhibite -adequate reli4bi1Xty-
and avleast limited discriminat ve validity for practipum
grades. ( LindenoStone and Shertzer,(15*5). .

-,:,,, :. %

-1.
-.,.

The CounSetpr_ptiruation-Invcntory wag.the subject of
, !..

another s y this one conducted by Haase and Miller (1968):

They concluded that although .theinstrument was of value at

both the college an0 high schOol.level, a dif4rent emp4sis kiad,

1 0
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to be placed on the scoring of4the college studentsl'inVentor-

ies. The Use of suchlan instrument may haye some 'value in the

elementary school prAram. Certainly, the concept is a viable

one. One must-consider,-thamh, if the verbak.and.thnceptual
/

.

demands of any inventory of this nature-are Within the- intell-:

ectual.and emotional limits of small children. ,

As flr back as 1960, Amidon and Flanders published

,
Interaction Analysis in tl;(3 Classroor4see appendix) Thirs

is a devica by which teachers may categorize their verbal be-

havior into,seven _categories and student responses into two.
.

The tenth category deals with silence or .confusion, The'ays-

tem is good model_for the/systematic'analysis of-teacher
0

interaction because it clearly identifi'' .theld,de range of ;

teacher behavior imthe classroom. Ami (196) adapted this
,

system by chan ing the worente.;Chgc" wherever it.appeared,

'to "counsel .1! No other changes were made in terms of the
0.1 ,\ 1 ,clasiifications.or-definitions. One must-consIder-how-appro-

.
J

priate the application of 1#e criteria fotteadherinteraction

,arexto the co saling modele In any case, the concept is

JOrthy of furtkier consideration.'

O'Hez and Arbuckle (1964) attempted to ii-olate those.

:variables which separate effective counillors from inef4pctive

counselorakby developirig an strument which would measure

counselor sensitivity. It consisted of,a thiryminute tape

recording with opportunities for the,,counselor to respond at.
#.

1 '
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; .

certain 1 tervals. The instrumInt was specifically designed, for
. --

use with counselors in training.,The authors concluded that.:
,

.
' The final Sensitivity Scale may have some predictive

value in that potential counselors'whowere judged, ost
effective in counseling practice scored significant
higher in the Scale than those judged leapt effe*tiV
The potential usefulness of the.Scale is.at present
unknown. 4

Although.this instrument was!designed for use in
_

practicum settings, it,is possible to administer such an in-
,

.

strument to ,those who are currently employed 4 counselors. Be-

cause this is somewh-at like_a test, it might' etter'to, .% f
,

. handle it as a gelf-evarluative technique r than one im-

posed by.la ervisor or employer. A combi ation of an a4apta-
(4

tion of t e Flanaers/Amidon system arid the Sensitivity Scai4,

i,

might produce some Anterestift results for counselors currently-

in the field.
I

School Setting: It would a pear that The4Fersonirel and Guidance

Jouinal, The School.Ooun elor and ,Elementary Gu,idance and

P,Counseling.feature more articles about the need for research

in the field of outcome xesearch ,thau reports ofactuai re-

search.) Many such articles express the frustFationg,irvolmed

in perfOrming the task. One theme'that tends to tie together

many of the articles is the iability of counselOr-edUcatqrt

to agree on both the definition of the goals of school counsel-
A

ing and the milthOds by which to evaluate school counse14.ng.
f),

.10
7."
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According teLse's ( 1969) review of ten.ebcently pub-

lished teXtbooks in guidande and counseling,there appeart-,tOsbe

high agreeMbnt,oh the.foIlowl6 five-dimensions of evaluation:
. .,

.
.

1. Defiattion of the objectives of the program.or actpity
to be eiValuated..

i .2, Establishment of criteria against which progress toward
. these objectives can be measured.
3. Design of initrumenti and techniques by whig, this pro-

gress can be measured . .

4. Collection of data from ali neeeseary sources
S. Analysis of data and judgment against criteria about the

quality,and quantity of the progress toward achievement
of the ,stated objectives.

.

41

Lee pointed out that although these five dimensions appear in

all ten texts, none Of the authors has suggested a list of

. clear and evaluatable objectives.for guidance. The objectives

and methods for evaluating attainment of said objectives must

be,c-learly defined wheft the guidance program is actUally mitt-

ated, Lee suggested two basic forms of evaluation: surveyA

(questionnaire, interview, follow-up study) and experimentali\

(measuring the differences between the two groups using academic

data, test data, absenteeism, number of drop outs etc.) Although

non of his particular methods is unique, it does seem logical

that when a counseling program is being considered, clear and

measurable goals should be enumerated at the onset. But what if
111

one can't measure the goals ? If a goal is unmeasurable, it does

not mean,.necessarily, that it is not worthwhile.

A method which has received little scientific attention is

that of self-evaluation, possibly because'bumans tend to be

somewhat less than objective about their own behavior. This

13
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particular method may make many &statistician cringe. It

just might have some markt. Certafilly, it is better theft no

eyaluation at ail.

The.problem of determining who qualifies as the good
counselor remains unsolv4d. Neither teachers nor students
can effectively evaluate the Codnselors- a good codnselor
is the one who makes them feel as if they did it them.; .

selves. Administrators are'in no better position to judge:
The less they see or hear of the counselord, the more
.effectiverthe counpelors are being. Evaluation of a coun-
seloris worth Must therefore, be a self-evaluation, and

. if we see ourselves as agents of 'cohesiveness and if our
actions-are such that weprovide that element in our inter-

. personal relationships, we can tolerate abuse; we can
smile at time studies; and we can believe in ourselves and
know that someday someone else will, too. ( Siegel, 190)

One must wonder whether Siegel would feel differently

about eValdation if there were a consensus about the.goala

of counseling. Burwwithout stated goals, Siegells approach.q.

to evaluation relieves mush of the frustration associated

with statistical design and implementation.

Schwartz and Ohlsen ( 1968) interviewed 152 students

from a population of 1200 freshman high school students in

Illinois, The intent of the Ituely was to evaluate tape re-

corded interviews on the basis of content. The studY was

designed to distinguish between socially effective and

socially Ineffective students on the basis of student initi-

ated /tics of discussion. The authors concluded that: 'Though

this study failed to validate this technique for appraising

outcomes of counseling, the investigators believe that it has

promise sufficient for further research." One must consider



10.
411

the possibility of analyzing counselor skill on the basis of

systematic evaluation of a series of tape re9orded interview

with various clients but keeping the counselor constant. Un-

til we ar ble to fine, in bperatiOnal terms, what is coun-

selor skill,

test it..

a ma futile tO try devellOng tnstruments -to

AnAnvestigation reported by Schmieding (1966)4dealt
.40

with the academically 'failing junior high school student. In'
-short, there were both experimental and control gro.nps. All

students were administered a battery of five tests before and

after the experiment. Schmieding found that students who re-

ceivpd professional counseling improved on three of the give
*

criteria. Those it4-ns were (1) Grade point average, (2) Scores

on the Iowa Tests of BasieSkills and (3) teacher ratings.

Although this type of research complied with the requirement

of having both control and experimental groups, the data

reported shows no indication of control for Hawthorne Effec;.

Although there is evidence that those students Who received
.

professional counseling did improve, one must seriously quest-

ion whether a party or other form of non-professional attention

might have served as well.

Matthes, Kranzler and Mayer ( 1968) administered three .

4
instruments to elementary school Children to determine whether

oclient-centered counselor behavior was effective with Children

of this age group.

15
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/The instruments employed .in this study were:

(1) Relationship Inventdry (Barrett-Lennard-1962)
(see appendix) -

'(2) Michigan State Questionnaire (Flanders; 1965)
(3) Sociometric Test ( Gronlund; 1959)'

.!

IThe findings indicated that:

The only.stktistically significant cOrrelation ofcoefficient was that.between perceived counselor un-conditionality of theregard and chanim in the students!",
sociometric status.

&

Of more importance than the findings of.this study.are the

methods emploYed.,The administration of paper and pencil tesis

of one sort or another is not new. We have seen examples

earlier in this paper where the CE/ was used. The authors.of

0this study indicate that one of the limitations of their

sditistical design was theuse of the Relationship Inventory.

" It is also iOssib

unablie to comprehend

lationship Inventori,

the possible answers

t'elementary.school students are

the meaning Of the statementilson-the Re-

-or to-discriminate accurately between

on-the Relationship InventOry." (Matthes,

:ianzler and Mayer 1968) The conceptual and verbal limitations

of/paper and pencil tests are &drawback when working with young
ch

ja

.

ildren. This particular limit tion is one which educators

and counselors should be able o overcome.

-

Knight40 and Werner (1966), as reported in ERIC's Ele-

mentary School Guidance and Cou0sekinik (1968), also used the

Relationship Inventoryto test the effects of counseling upon

interpersonal relationships, including those between students

and teachers, teachers andtadministratora and teachers and

16
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counselors.

e

12.

The investigators concluded that counseling in tile elementaryschool does make a difference although the results were notctatIttically significant. It.is suggested that further'study\be /done OU what the actual relationships andwhat elements of the treatment affected them.

, There is of course some quettion whether comb ing in

l
the elementary school,makes a difference ndif the di egerencell
is a,positime one. Probably the most inter sting and distuihrt' %

.

.

s,

-ing aiticie reViewed, for this paper is Kr iees.(1968)

"Elinneritary School Counseling: i Evaluelfon. n Ih

a representatiV, and thorough review of outcome research
.

-spanning.che years 1963... to 1967 and dealing with counseling in
4e,

the elementary schaol, Kranzler finds three rather conflicting ' =

conclusions. The results of his review of the literiture only
Point'up the needifor more diyerse, original, systematic and
thorough methods for.both counseling in thet,lementaxy school
and evaluating'such counseling.

The evidence provided by these studies doesnot'permit theconclusion,that there were differences between the childrenwho were counseled and those who were not.

Three possible conclusions were diseusseds- (1) Counselingis effective, or at least was not prove
i ineffective,inbut the methods of counseling were adeq,ate in some re-spect; (2) The methods of evaluating counseling were ads.=quate in these studies; therefore counsel.ing or at least

client-centered counseling, is a useless activity; and(3) Counseling affects children for better or worse.

Kranzleros findings are supported by other researchers
(Keno), et.al, 1970; Arbuckle, 1968) in that there seeMs to be
serious limitations on the methods and procedures that have
been applied to the testing of outcome. We must come to grips

1 7
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Ilb

with this dilemma. Van.Hoose (1968) is not so pessmisA.
%

. . , ..
,#,

\.The total.guidance movement in 4IMis, Country isrelatiivelynew and at the elementary level the arrival of lcounselors
in the school is such a reeent event that many 4f the re-search deficiencies noted...,are not surprising.'Obviously
some solid rationale should pretede the.intugtir ion of
any program. It does not foJ.Io, however; that't e theoret-ical rationale must be deve oPed exclusively by ose in
the fieldr-Neither is it always practical or.sentible to IIwait for. universal agreement on theoretical foundationSd

'st

CONCLUSIONS
A

In thts paper .varibus methods. of evalUation an4 analysts
oftalselOr behavior...and counseling ou'tcome have: beenlex lored.'i.

The jopintons and ideas of several authors who.have criAcized.

._

and Mhde suggestions for the improvemeni of the method used
,

. \for such, evaluation and An4lysis have bee cited. Rose cher*
)

,

have done everythils from interview and s bmit the client to:1

vartous tests;to'having counselors rate eaCh othero ans4yze
.

.their own professional behavior and have clients evaluate

counselors. No tingle method,hae emerged that is:appropriate

to every counseling setting. No single:method appeard to pro-

Vide bOth a qualitative!and quanSitative'analysia of counselor

skill, muchless,a universal rattoniale to justify, the,existence

of counselors in the first place.

.

The strongest criticism'which bai beeMpled against

outcome research.procedureevemployed to date seems Alie'that
4.7 .

).1 of the inadequate-application of appropriate statistical deligns.

Furthermore, there is a serious latk of follow-up studies oft

1 a
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I.

previous research despite the requests of the-original aUthors
4te'carry on their studies ahd find additional_ d data. Logic
would indicate that it would be both more economical and
efficient to reWork some of the data that aiready.exists than
start all Over again each time someone wants to see

/
hts name

in print. If soMe orthe loophelety.hich appear in existing
research Studies were closed, we might have

C
more-tIrd dataA

Cthan we presently dd. There is. good reason to 1Retieve'that.
poorly designed stkidies continue to prdliferate. The application.,
cof. newly found

statistical methods And computettechnoldgyI
.

.

4 .

.
. , ,

..,

4e
. should faci/itate

thereevaluation of ealhier studies. It would)

See* is though we haven't learned'our
lessons-from history.4

-Another limitation, at the propent time, is the appli-
+.417cation Ofthe scientific model,té the analysis of human behavior.,

1There is serious doubt as to whether this model fits the sub-,
ject matter we are tryin:* to explore. One' would hope ttitt fur-

.

ther inquiry into this area Will,provide the antwer. If Kelley,
'et.al. (1970) are coA.ect, more attentionvshould be given to
the methods by which we obtain and evaluate data. Questionable
data is of questionable worth.

4
. Stettin) ( Van'Hoose 1968) lists six areas which he

felt are in need of research:

I. Agreement upon the terms used in guidance. Presentlythere is.considerable confusion about the meaning ofsuch terms as counseling, Caseworkp consultatiAa 'andothers.

1 9



2. More ation should be given to Audying the process
of gui'dAnce,activity rather than .its ultimate ends.

3. There is a need to temper dur reliance upon quantiff-
cated sciences.alone for our knoyledge.

4. Research in guidance needs to be pertinent not just
to satisfy our whims.

5. There is a greater need for more conceptualilation in
the guidance area.

6. Demodstration projects co4ld be helpful shdWincthe
value of specific types ofguidance activ ties, k

The relative scarcity of 'research in t fieldiof

elementary school guidance and colinseling is pro

ion of the smdll percents

'Althoug this is c
Af

47a pr' target forSQrn

uhiChhaVe been orig

ly a f

e ors,

nt time; the field is

\'1

Search. Some studies

y designed f.o use in the secondary
*

school setting might 'WA be adapted for use in the elementary
0 ig

schOol. One-of 'the lunitations of some of the studies already

conducted it the reading and conceptual level of the instru-
.

ments employed. It is esseniial that the instrumentation be

developed in dccordance with the students' achievement levels.

..Furthermore ,one cannot, under ani cirCumstances, assume that

the mode1.for'couns4ing in the secondary school is synonymous

with thai of the elementary school.

Before elementary school counseling and guidarite be-

come fully integrated into the selools, it will be necessary

for the profession to define 'its goals.. These goals will vary

:40



from setting to

16.

setting. Nevertheless, before counseling out-

c me can bdeffectivety and .economically evaluated, counseling

g ale must be clearly defined in behavioral and conceptual terms.

d when that taek is.compfeted, we may begin.toexplore the.
-

umeroui aliernatives and limitations-of evAmation.

RECOMMENDATIONS fOR SUGGESTED ACTION

It is'possible, however, that it will be some time be-

fore we:are capable'of either defining our goals in belilavioral

terVor designing.sound statietical methods for measuring

each goals. DOes ihis mean thaticounseling at the elementary

schoOl%level should $ ind to a halt.because we lath the tech-

Io.k,nology oi'soPhisticati to define and evaluate ? I think not.

t
-.1t is my feeling that the Uie of any single index to

f
.7

eValuate such a complex relationship as counseling in the
( t

._

elementary school iti naive. The counselor in this setting,

h?

doesn'Ili )1uisee client Evaluation of his interaction with

students alone is a ra :r'myopic view of his total function.
1 ,

it. Elementary couneelors work closely with beth teachers and par-

ents, more so, for example, than dojtheir counterparts in otAer

academic settings. Cerloilely the elementary counselor would have

mOre contact. with a classrOom teacher and a.varent than a college

counselor whose client'is having academic difficulties. Using

the counselor-teacher or counselor-parent interaction as a 4

criterion is equally naive.

2 1
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Some counselors find it easy to evaluate counseang

outcome crlIte' basis of the incidence of self-referrals;

increase in test scores of clients; absenteeism of participants ,

in a group etc. These are_easier to ,measure -than changes in

1self concept and attitudes. qpi\ is .phis really aft objective.. ,

description qf what counselors oilt in the-field are doing ?

Would an eletn1entary counselor be tisfied to be evaluated o.na
L

such dimensions ? I doubt it.,The iect i at,the role of-the
,

involves-many kilidselementary_school counselor is coMple*.

and degrees of relationships.
(

Traditionally, outcome research has been predicated upon, .

some theoretical framework. A counselor-educator would state

kiloal and then proceed to test whether he has been Successful.

_Unfortunately, at,the.preseht time, we Seem le o agree.upon

a definition of cOunseling in the elementa school much more

specific than:

14the research writing, and practice to date,is indicativeof considerable agreement on a threefOld ftinction ofthe elementary school counselor, i.e, counseling withpupils, consulting with teachers and parents and coori-nating the guidance activity. (Van Hoose, 196$)
Y

What is need is a multiphasic approach towards the

analysis of actual co selor behavior on the job. Let us set

aside for the moment the value judgment ridden discussion of the

"ideal!' counselor role* Let us begin to observe what the elementary

counselor actually does.

Whether it is.ideal or not, cOunselors in the elementary
schools are performing a multitude of school related tasks. If we

2 2
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can understand and describe these.functions then we 14.ght..b1

able to develop various methods of testing to wha egree the

counsdlor is meeting with success in relation to an specffic
,

taFit. At t is moment we are not concerned if the par5icular

task Woul be labeled appropriate or not by one'counselor-edu-

cator or anothér. Let us see whether our counselors are doing

succeisfully what they set out to do.

A research team coqld work together with counselors and

develop an instrument that'would measure relative success

any one of a hundred dimensions. From Ts survey of counselor'

tasks, counselor-Oduactorsicoald identify those which they

would associate with their "ideal." Counselors, the meanwhile

would'be able to select the particular instrument they wish and

evaluate any given task. Counselors could have at their dis-

posal methods by which to analyze their success.

ti)The parents, teachers and clien of counselors could

also be interviywed and askelto respond to'conceptualfAuestions
k

'that 4Ave been extrapolated from the survey of tasks. They would
. A

also be asked to rate their couhselor according to thope criteria

they felt important.

At this point we are'rey to subject the data obtained

above to statistical analysii. Hopefully, we will have created

a core of common tasks that are agreed upon by both counselors,

their employers, clients and professoes which will best describe

those,behaviors that many successful counselor diiplay.

- 2 3
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Withflthe.development of such a t,arvey tbol, counselors

are not bound,to loideal goals" which have been Asiablilhed in* lit

schools other than theirs and at times- other than today.' We-

.claim that one of the qualitieg:pf good counselors is fleklality.

4 is estential that.'we make every effort to avoid Vposing

goals ,for cdunselors tnat,are in reality not univer!al. The

role of the elementary'counselor is nova universak role;-ii
_ .

. , .

is a Rersonal and unique one derived from an amalgamation.of,

School environkent; administratiye readiness and professio al

orientation.

I am not Convinced that there is a Ihnost effective"

'or lliostfdesirable" role for the elementary coUnSelor that

shoulØ be promulgated across the land. Thit role of the. counselor.

is frrobablY more a function of the demands placed upo n him by

his particular setting than his phitOsophical disposition.

lifers and Maslow not withstanding, the counselor in the ele-

rnentary schoordoes encounter situations ranging from sewing

up pants to lending bus money. If the counselors are doing

thesetasks let us hope thay are the best sewers and lenders

around. For the'time being, let us explo eL"the various kinds of

things counselorepe doing and try toe alUite their relative

success.

-'1c)

AIn title futuwe can attempt to identify,those behaviors

,'

r:

which we have found from experience constitute a,constellation

of ideal bhaviora in a universal sense. Presently, elementary

counseling 'may be too young to have adequate perspectivg.



Flow Chart of the Development and Use of the Counselor Task

Theoretical,ideaL

COUnselor-educators develo0 a theoretical
model forzthe "ideall! counselor in,the .0 .

elementary school.
\,

4'
Counselor-educators will select.
from-this svrvey those items
which they associate with the
ideal cOunselor

/
k

A research tea
counselers des
counselors per

Counselor-eduvatora, retearch deaigner
.and elemeallowy.school counselors create

' an instrumept which will 4valuat 'rela-
tive success of each of the tasks: de-
scribed above.#
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Teachers, administrators, clien
and parents will select froth th
survey those items which they
associate with the ideal. counse

Data from t three sources
td statis cal analysis. A
upon cd selor tasks should

above wilt be subjected
list ofcrommonly agreed
emerge

Based on this statistical data, counselor.:
educators should be able to provide aire->i
scriptive information unique to each
school setting.

Based on the st
counselOri may
formance of som
others with the
to meaOurevthei



RELATIoNSNIP INVENTORY - FORM OS-M-64

Below are listed a variety of ways that nhe person may feel or behave in

relol ion to another pilson.

Ph.ase consider eacil statement with reference to your preeem relationship ...

with your counselor.

N1'.4 each slater, 4 in the left margin. according to how strongly You

feel (hat it is true, . not true, in this relationship. Please in,, k every one.

Writ, in :(-3. 4 2, -4 i or l, -2; -3, to stand for the followi,,g answers:

1 3: Yes, 1 stmngly el that it is true.

+2: I'M I feel it is true.

+1: Yes, I feel that it probably true, Of more true than untrue.

-1: Nn, I feel that it is probably untrie, or mure untrue than true.

2: No, I feel it is not true.

-3: No, I strongly feel that it is not true.

1. He respegtime as a person.

_2. He wants to understand how I me things._ 3 His interest in me depends on the thing, I uy or do.
_ 4. He comfortable and at eau in our relationehip._ 5. He feels a true liking for me._ 6. He may understand my words but be doe noteee the way I feel.

7. %ether Pam feeling happy or unhappy with myeelf makes DO real

diffelto the way he feels about me._ 8.11 ei he puts on a role or (mitt with me.

He ia impatient with me.

-10. 'He nearly always knows exactly what I mean.

--II. Dpemding on my behavior, he hal a better opinion of ste sometimes

than he has at other times.

-12. I feel that he is real and genuine with me.

_13. I feel appreciated by him.

-_14. He looks st what I do from his own point of view.

..15. His feeling towud me doesn't depend on how I feel toward hiro,

It,makes him uneasy when I ask or talk about certain things.

_17. He is indifferent to ine.

_18. He ushally muses or retlizes what I am feeling.

_19. He wants me to be a particular kind of person.

I nearly always feel that what he says expremes exactly whit he

Iteling and thinking as he says it.

-_21. Hands me rather dull and uninteresting.

-22 Hie own attitude toward mme of the things I do ntuy4reveat him

from understanding me.

-23. I can (or could) be openly critical or ippreciaths of him witiou't
roily making him feel any differently about me. '

.--24. He went. me to think tbat he likesme or understands me more than

be really dom.

He cans for me.

--S. Sometimes he think; that I feel a certain way, because that's the way
he feels.

-V. He like. certain thinp dart me, sad there are other thinp he does

sit lac_28. He does not avoW onythina that is important for ow relatinship.
10V % I fool that ho dio.arrovon nfme.

27

-30. He_realizes whaa_mean -even when-I ha(ie-clitEcully- in-

-31 His attitude toward roe stays the same: he is not pleased with me
sometiMes and criticaltor disappointed at other times.

_L__35 Sometimes he is not at all comfortable but we go on. outwardly
r, ing it.

He ja.zt tolerates me.

He usually understands the whole of what I mean.

_35. If I show that I am angry with him, he becomes hurt or angry with
Me too.

_36. He expreses his true impressions and feelings with me.
_37. He is friendly and warm with me.

-38, He just takes no nodes ofsome things that I think or feeL

--39. How much he likes or crulikes me is not altered by anything that I
tell him about myself..

-40. At times I sae that he is not aware of what he is really feeling ith
me.

41. I feel that be many values mie

42, He appreciates exactly how the things I experience feel to
He approves of some things I do, aul plainly disapproves of others,

-.44. He is willing to express whakiier it actually in his mind with me,
including any feelings about hinmeff or about me

-45, He doesn't Ike me for myself.

-46. At times be thinblhat I feel,a lot more strongly about a particular
thing than.I really 40. I

47. ther I am in good spirits or feeling upset does not make bim feel

more or Iess appreciative of me.

-48. is openly himself in our relationship.

.-49, I seem to irritate and bother

_50. He doei not realize how uraitive I am about same of the things we
diets

_51. Whelber the ides and feelings I express are "pod" or "bad" stems tO

make no difference to hit feeling toland me.

=52. There are Ow when I feel thd hitellward moose to me is vitt
different from the way be feek umierneath.

53. 'At times he feels =tempt forme.

_54. He understands me.

-55. I am more worthwhile in his eyes than I am at other

56. Hire not felt that he tries to hide anything from himself that he
feels with me.

57. He it truly interested in me. \
-49. His response to me is mil? so fixed automatk that I don't really

get through to him.

I don't think that anything I my Or do,x)eally chingee the way he feels
toward me.

11 II. -

60, What be says to me often gives a rug *minion of his whole,
thought or feeling at the tine.

_61. He feels deep affection for me.

_62. When I am hurt or upset he caa ?Seguin my feelinp exactly,
without boning upset himself.

61 Mat other people think of me dos (or would, if he hew) sited
the way he teig toward me.

64. I belira tbit be Ims feelines he does not tell ms goat the are
causing difficulty ia oar relationship.

1
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CATEGORIES FOR INTEREACTLON ANALYSIS 22.-

1.* ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and Clarifies the feelingtone of the students in a non-threatening manner.Feelings a may be positive or negative. Predicting orrecalling feelings,are inciuded.

2.* PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or encourages studentactien,or behavior. Jokes that release, tension, notat the expense of another individual,'nodding head orsaying "um hue or " go on" are included.A

* ACCEPTS 'USES IDEAS OF STUDENT: ClarifYIng, bpiltingor devel ping ideas suggested by students. As teacherbrings' ure of his own ideas into play, shift categoryto five.
1

4.* ASK QUESTIONS: asking a question aboUt content or.4

procedure with the intent that a student answer.

<
5.* LECTURING: giving facts or opinions about content or6- procedure;- expressing his own ideas, asking rhetoricalquestions.

6.* GIVING DIRECTIONS: directions, commands, or orders towhich a student is expected to comply.$.4

t 17.* CRITI&ZING OR.JUSTIFYING AUTHORITY'S statements intende4to change st,...:ont behavior from nonaccdotable to accept-,I able pattern' bawling someone out; stating. why the ,teacher is doinrwhat he is doing; extreme,self referenc(

14

1111,18.*STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk initiated by students in re-sponse to teacher. Teachr initiatesthe contact orsdlicits student stateMent.

9.*STUDENT-TALK INITIATION: talk by stludents which theyinitiate. If " calling on" student only is.to indicateoho may talk next, observer may decide whether studentwanted 'to talk. If he did, use nine.

10.* SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, short periods of silenceand periods offcosfusion in which communicate cannot beunderstood by the observer.

* There is no scale implied by these numbers. Each number is 4 classifactory.it designiates a particular kind of communiaction event. To write these ':numbers down during ibservation is to enumerate, not to judge a positionroda4scale.

2 9
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A Technique for Analyzing rounselor-Counselee Interaction [ 51 r

Table 1: Categories for Interaction Analysis

1. ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts an,I clarifies the feeling tone of the
counsi I, in a nonthreatening man ,. Feelings may bi positive or neg
live. Po .11, ting or lecalling feelings .. included.

2. PRAISEs OR ENCOURAGES: ptaises or encourages
or lx-ha. Mr. Jokes that selease tell ion, not tit the es;

nodding head or saying -um hmr or "go ,
3. ACCEIYI s Oft USES IDEAS OF COUNSELEE:

devdops ideas or suggestions hy a ounselee. As cowl
of his tm t. ideas into play, shift to cat gory five.

4. ASKS tI ESTIONS: asking a ours.' ii about content
the inn that a et mselee answer. ,

ounselec actio,
inse of anotlit
n are Included
aifies, builds
,lor brings ono

procedure it

5. GIVE'. sIFORM TION OR OPI's. ION: gives inforn .tion or opiniot,
Aunt:, ,.tent or procedure; ewe ses his own ide.. asks rhetini. .1

question
O. GIVES DIRECTIONS: gives directions, commands, or orders to whit h

-a coons, I.e is expected to comply.
7. CRITICIZES OR JUSTIFIES AUTHORITY: Makes statements intended

to change rotinselre behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable pattern;
bawls sianeone out; states why the counselor is doing what he is doing;
extreme sclf-refercnce.

A. COUNSELEE TALK-RESPONSE: talk by coonselee in response to
cluisdor. Counselor initiates the contact or solicits counselee statement.

9. COUNSELEE TALK-INITIATION: talk by counselee which he initiates.

lo SILENCE: pauses, ;hod periods of sileitce or breaks in the interaction.

'Fhere- is -NO sea4,- hr -these numbers.- Ellett- number is- rhs-sifiratory:- it
desii.nates 1 periii nlar kind ol e lllll munirati rvttit. Ii %%rite these numbers down
during oleacs .ttiii is Iii cumin-rate, not toludg, a position on a scale.

3 0
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Section II

Valuing Counseling

(tthods of Developing Positive
Regard Towards Counseling for Students

. At the Middle School Level)
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, INTRODUCTION

26.

Counseling is a complex re/gionship among teachers, students ad-
.

ministrators, clients and counselorq: Producing approach behavior toWixds

counseling by students is only' one small part of theentire counseling...

process. .AlthoUgh this is of courde a prerequisite for effective

counseling, it is by no means synonymous with the entire concept of

counseling. Furthermore, the ultimate goal of effective counseling must

be facilitating independence and responsibility on the part of the.client.

The process at first involves developing approach behavior ald

rappOrt between the client and the counselor. This should not beint

preted as fostering a dependent relationship. Once the specific gals

counseling have been met, termination of the relationship is in order.

Ideally the client at some point concludes that he no longer neediethe

counselor and can, maisp it On his own. .

.?"Alfs e
. .4

Whereas in till" beginning of the relationship the counselor was con-A 1

. I

cerned with deleloping approach behavior towards the coanselinc.process,

once the client seems capable of interacting without the assistance of

the counselor, the counselor stresses separation. HopefUllylh nt

realizes that he may return at any time. 'One need not be actively engaged

in an ongping counseling relationship to valuecounseling.
sr

Although in' Many ways the.counseling process is similar to other

learning experiences itis very different from the typical classroom

setting. The English teacher, for examplel.strives to have her students

11'

demonstrate approach behavior towards English for an indefinite period

3 4
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.7,tuaent who once showed great interest in'English soon lost his zeal,

th t.facher may question the overall success of her methods. On the other

hand, the most successful counseling case is the one w here the client has
4

cloth resolved his conflict and terminated counseling contatt.

In the broadest sense, one may say that if a client truely values

counseling then.in the future he will seek such help again if needed.

This is true'," But in an imaegate sense, in terms of evaluating a

counseling program within the three or four years a student stays-at the

particular school, it becomea necessary to be satisfied with certain un-

answerable questions. For example; "Does the student value counseling

\five years after graduation?"

It is possible to construct a counseling program in behavioral terms

that can be swiftly and accurately evaluated. But frankly, there seems

to be more te the complex issues of Counseling today than Can be acco-

modated into such a framework. At the present time we lack die sophisti-

cation to measure rapport which toi many counselor-educators is a vital

component of the.successful relationship. Insight is another issue which

seems to defy evaluation but is nevertheless a part of counselinitheory.

The dilemma arises, not in terms of objectives or methods, but in

,our inability to'develop sensitive and sophisticated indtruments appro-

priate to the complexities of the cbunseling process. Merely breaking

it down into small component parts and testing each part individually

doesn't seem to resolve the issue. SomeAmes the whole is greater than

the sum of its parts.

3 5
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Learning theorists have developed a behavi al model for counseling.

2.ehavioral counseling does not conc rn itself with.much more than What can-
. .

Ir
Le clearly defined in behavioral term and equally measured. There iS no

doubt that there are manx school related problems that can be effectively

resolved through the applicatfon of various behavior modificail-47ahni-

ques. But the school counselor is limited in terms of the variety of

reinforcers he may employ. Furthermore, it appears as though the state of

the art is such that we dor"know whai it would take to reinforce some

clients.

The greatest limitation to a strict application of.the behavioral

model to counseling is that it defines counseling too narrowly'. Rather

than admitting that,we lack the skill to evaluate .the complexities of the

entire counseling relationship, behavioral counseling stresses the theory

that if it can't be defined behaviorally and evaluated effectively then
-

it is of questionable value.

Behavioral counseliwbas had t positive imiact on the process of

counseling despite this limitation. It has forced counselors to be more'

specific in many'of their objectives and has urged them to consider the

need for evaluating whether they have or have not met these objectives.--

,Counselors have been too prone to throw up their hands in frustratton and

claim that they know whai they are doing but can't prove it.

Couns/elor-educators seem unable to agree on which variables consti-

tute the.ideal counseling relationship and ilow they effect counseling

outcome. -Few educatOrs agree on how outcome should .be evaluated. It is

my contention, that until counseloreducators can agree on what constitutes

3 6
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.:,:'fect of the counseling outcome, and research designers are capable of

measuring what the counselor-educators previously agreed upon'we are

relegated to a rather6hit and miss approach towards c unseling. But let

us at least be as effective as we possibly can be when we "hit."
s

There is .general agreement that e.desirable goal of schooi counsel-

ing is that the students both.take advantage of the counseling service and

value it. It is possible, therefore, to describe various methods which

will facilitate and produce approach behavior. There are several methods,

some.of which are admittedly superficial, that will evaluate the frequency

of such approaches. There are even fejer techniques that can efficiently

evaluate qualitative responses.

The major objective of this paper is the describing of methods by

which valuing of counseling by students in a middle school can be produced

and.evaluated in behavioral terms.

Ak -teacTrvEs

I. AwarenessC,

A. Children will know who ihe counselor is.

B. Children will know where the counselor's office is located.

C. Children will know what a counselor does. (See II Responding'
for list)

D. Children will know how to go about arranging for 'appointments.
(This will be discussed in detail in Methods and Media) '

E. Childreh will know what the relationship is between t'heA lor
and the principal, faculty and.community.

3 7
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It

F. Children will have an idea what transpires during a .qypical
counseling session (See Methods).

II. Responding

A. Students will individually initiate contacts with their counselor ,

in relation to the following problems, Among others:

1. need for, information

2. need for Changes in the rosters..

3. academicvdifficultY

4 transitory social problems
.

7-

5. sefikous peer group relationship'problems

6. serious peitional and home related ploblems

B. Groups of students will initiate contacts with the;Ccounselor
in re'lation to those items, among others listed aboMe.,

C. .When a siudent is sent to thecounselor by a teacher he will
come willingly and cooperittichice'therd, as follows:

* 1. ccxne

2. come on time

3/.' once in office will sit doWn willingly

4 will talk about things in general

5. will diacuss basic problem which precipitated his coming

6. will explore the various alternatives available

7. will attempt to select the best alternative for himself

8. will map out a path of action consistent with s chosen

9. will dembnstratf an attett at following through

10. All report back to the cOunselior about his relative success
and/or his desire for additional counieling sessions

alternative

438
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D. Students will share with each other and their parents their
experiences with Vie counselor. as

E. Students will encourage,their parents to partiiipate in, the
'.coun4ling process with them by having them contact the counselor.

--',.
iF. Children will associa unconditional acceptance, Colicern and

positive regard with 1éeeing the counselor.

Valuing

Students in the Wa/d Midd Seilool'idUilvalue contacts with the
counselor at their school in particulaT and. contacts with counselorsin geneial.* .

ENTERING BEHAVIOR .

The Settine:

A. The students participating in our project4ttend the Ward Middle
School which services-children in grades,five through eight.

B. This is the first year that the Ward Middle School has ever had
a counselor.'

C. There are 500 students in the school.

D.

E.

F.

G.

41.

None of the feeding elementary schools had counselors, either.

The School is in a white suburban area with a.blue and white
collar population. There are more white collar workers than
blue.

The ability of the student population is normally distributed
except that those students who:qualify for special education are
educated elsewhere.

.

Thisas the first experience most students have had with a
counselor.

*The
the counse
teachers,
objective

valuing of counseling contacts by students is only a facet of
lor's job in a school setting where he must work with parents,
administrators and representatives of the.community. Thii
deals only with student behavior.

3 9
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II. The Students' Behaviors and Feelings: (hypothesized)

A. Since this is. their first exIlerience with counselingi the stu-
dents are suspicious-sdared, Confused, apftehensive and
inquisitive aboutcounseling..

B: The counselor has hiS own private office, unforlunately, %next
to the administrative suite of offices. Most students asso-
ciate the'counselor with the administration. (See Conditions)

C. Students are unaware of what a counselor does, why and'how he
doed it.

D. Students don't know haw to react t respond to the counselor
and tend to play safe and treat him like he was another principal

. --
at rigst.

E. Students have had little if any dxperience in the past in dis-
cussing in an accepiing and non-threatening environment their
interpersonal relationships, personal concerns .and academic

. interests.

F. Students; who in the past have' had difficulty,getting along in
school.tend to be More suspicious of the coundelor than their
counterparts who have been succesdful in school.

: .

III. .The Students, Behaviors and Feellings (Tested)
c.

.
: /

A. Students will be administered the Counseling Inventory (see
Arriaendix) both at the beginning-and the end of the year.

,.., .,,47 ,
,

B. Careful records of the number of self-referrals will be kept
so as to compare any increase or decrease over the schpol year.

.''The nature of the self-referrals will also be evaated as--
follows: .

1. the need for information

2. -need for changes in rosters

3. academic difficulty

4. transitbry social problems

5. serious.peer group relationship problems
0.

6. serious pepsonal agd home related problems

4 0
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D. Frequency of parent-initiated contact with the, counselor as a
function of client encouragement.

METHODS

I. Introduction of Counseling Service - initial contact with large
group setting (about 35 in a class).

A. The counselor will begin by writing his full name on the black-
board and introducing himself; including the use of his title
"Guidance Counselor."

B. Students will be asked to arrange their chairs in a circle.

C. Name cards,.to be placed on the desks, 1 be distributed so
as to facilitate the counselor's matchin names and faces.

D. The students will be told what will happen during this lesson:

1. we will play a game about feelings

2. the counselor will describe what a counselor does
*-

E. The Game:

1. The teacher will participate along with the students and the
f counselor.

2. The game will take about 30 minutes.

3. Rules and description:

a. "This is a circle game which deals with feelingt.

b. Everyone is welcome'to participate but if you wish to
watch that is OK - just say "I pass."

o. The counselor will begin with a'r"kernel" sentence, like
"my favorite flavor of ice-cream is . . ." and then wiLl
cceplete it.as follows: "My favorite flavor of ice-
cream is chocolate:"

d. "John, who is sitting to the counselor's right will
repeat What the counselor just said as'fcalows:
Mr. Weinrach says that his favorite flavor of ice-c,ream
is chocolate" and then John will use the kernel sentence
"MY favorite flavor of ice-cream is" and add his ending
"strawberry."

4 1
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e. "Mary who is sitting next to John will repeat just what
John said and then add her ending."

f . "Tilis is not a memory game. All you have to do is re-
peat what your neighbor said and then canplete,the,
kernel sentence yorrself."

g. "If yru forget what your neighbor said or didn't uhder-
stand him, feel free to ask him to repeat it."

h. "Remember, this is not a memory game, you just sepeat
wha.t the one neighbor sitting next to you just said."

i.
Ori

"Now let's go through one rolpequickty with the kernel
sentence 'My favorite flavorof ice-cream is. .

"
4. Examples of kernel sentences are:

a. I like school most when . . .

h. I get embarrassed when . . .

My mother is in sgocd mood when . 0
d. I can always tell when my dad is angry when .

e. Teachers are. .

f. What really gets me angry is . .

g. My,brother (or sister) and I fight because

h. When I get alled at by a teadher in class for making
a mistake ad! the kids laugh, I feel . . .

li

i. I get scareyghen . .

5. Procedures:

an After several rounds the counselor may stop the game and
ask the group to discuss their reactions to what the
others said.

b. Students will be encouraged to see that many people
respond to the same situation in the same-way.

c. The counselor will reinforce frank and honest expression
of feelings.

4 2
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e

d. The counselor will accept those who wish to remain
silent.

e. The teacher and counselor will participate as integral
members of the group:

f. The counselor will ask the students to summarize what
just transpired.

g. The counselor will capitalize on student comments and
summarize and conclude the game or have several more
rounds depending on time.

F. The counselor will describe to studeas that counseling is all
about feelings and how people get along with each other. The
counselor will describe the method by which appointments may
be made - either through their teacher, directly through the
counselor or by leaving a note on the counselor's door. (See
Media and Appendix)

The counselor will briefly outline under what circumstances a
student would see the counselor:

1. need for information

2. need for changes in rosters

3. academic difficulty

L. transitory social problems

5. serious peer group relationship problems

6. serious personal and home related problems

Continuation of Counseling Service (with a class of 35 students)

A. The counselor will tell the boys and girls that today they are
going to:

1. Play another game - a word game - like htingman, and

2. describe some of the problems that they think a counselor
would want to know about.

B. The,Game - Rules and Description

1. The counselor will write on the haackboard

4 3
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2. The counselor will describe the symptoms of a disease and the
children will begin to guess what the name of the disease is.

3. The symptoms are:

a. Everybody gets it around the ages 11 - 14.

b. Girls utually get it first.

c. It lasts for seveiral years.

d. There is no cure and you don't see the doctor.

e. Although you may feel sweaty at times, there is no fever.

f. There are no pains except sometimes in the heart.

r. Crying and yelling are often associatled with this disease.

h. Both your teacher and your counselor had this disease.

i. Everybodyjecovers sooner or later.
*

L. The children begin to guess and if they need help the counselor
writes G U - 4110

5. Thg kids guess the disease is called:

"GROWING U P"

6. Children are asked for examples of problems associated witA
k7cwing up responses are usually like the follow4g:

a. Not getting along with other kids; fighting.

h. Not.getting along with parents.

c. Flunking math.

d. Having crushes.

e. Not knowing what to do next.

f. Not knowing what one wants to be in later years.

g. Being afraid of teachers.

h. Hating school.

4 1
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i. Wanting to rum,away from home.

j. Hating the ..::;cience teachek.
4 V::

C. The list will be wrilltteni onthe board and the counselor will .

discuss with thhchilgreiv

1. How counsefihg eau help.

2. What counseling can and cannot do.

3. What the client's responsibility is in'terms of counseling.

D. The children will be told that the next time the counselor comes
inrthey will role play a counselisg session so they have an idea

, of what actually goes on.
114

Continuation of Counseling Service -(with a Class of 35)

A. This session with each class constitutes ajOle playing situa-
tion between the counselor and one or twoajents from the
crass. rV

,

1. The students decide from the list that they prepared earlier._
which problem they want to see role played.

2. The students are asked to volunteer to participate. Ir_ro
One does, the teacher will play the role of the student tBe
first time.

3. Usually for the 2nd role, playing session there are plenty of
volunteers.

L. Role Playing (provides children with a peer model who res-
ponds positively to counseling).

a. The counselor, as though he was in' his office, does
the following:

(1) introduces himself

(2) greets the student

(3) tries to make the student feel at ease

(4) asks what he can do for the student

b. The client expresses the problem - I can't get along
.with my mom.

* 4 5
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c. The counselor and role-playing client discuss what the
problem fs'and try to isolate those variables which are
causing tfie moqt,Oifficulty.

d. The counselor will encourage the client to express his
feelings and once expressed will reinforce him for his
openness.

e. The counselor will help the client see what choices or
alternatives he has_in regard t the particular problem.

f. The counselor encourages the student to Make various
decisions which will effect his course of action with
his nexrencounter with his mom.

g.

h.

The counselor will plan with the ipederit for additional
interview dates.

A group counseling session role playing with volunteers
will follow if deemed appropriate.

5. Discussion

a. The class will be encouraged to respond to the role
pllgng.

b. Asked how they felt about what the client did; the
counselor did. k

c. Asked about questions concerning what ekes on ,4that
to expect.

-

d. Asked about procedures on how to see the Counselor
where office is and that :they are always welcome
(open door policy).

IV. The counselor and small group counseling

A. Problem,Centered - Academic

1. The counselor will send for all students in groups of 5 or
6, divided according to grade level and sex if they received
any "unsats" during the report period.

2. The counselor will send for any children, according to sex
and grade level if they received any "Failures" on their
grade card during any report period.

4 6
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3. The groups will sit with the counselor and the students
will te encouraged to discuss their feelings about failure,
what if anything they intend doing about it and what
alternatives are open to them.

L. The counselor will_verbally reinforce those responses that
indicate an intent to change behavior in the direction
'desired.

5. Negative responses will not be rejected but rather thrown
back at the group to discuss and handle.

6. Students will be encouraged to meet with the counselor,
individually if they so choose.

7. Students with multiple failures awa high scores on achieve-
ment tests under-achievers) will be asked if they
wish to participate in an on-going weekly group counseling
experience.

8. The responsibility of talking during these group meetings,
whether ihey'be a "one-shot deal" or an on-going.series of
conferences will lie with all'uf the participants and not
just the counselor. Clients may terminate any conference
at.their will - without fear of punishment.

B. Problem centered

1. Students with
will be asked
nature,of the
resolvIng the

- social

social problems, usually identified by teachers
to meet with the counselor and discuss the
problems and what alternatives they see in
conflict!

2. These students will be given the same options as noted
above.

3. Students with interpersonarlIOblems are usually more
receptive to discussion than those with academic problems
and therefore will be given the opportunity to discuss
their problems in the counselor's office without the
counselor being present at all times.

4. The results of said discussion will be ihared with the
counselor if the.participasts so choose.

C. Non-problem centered counseling - academic

1. All students who make the honor roll will be interviewed
in groups so as to communicate the counselor's pleasure
with their success.

4 7
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2. Questions aboUt future educational and occupational plans
(19:iwill te encouraged.

Where it was not publicized that students who received un-
sats were being seen in groUps by the ppunselor, those with
academic honors will be invited via letters and public
address announcements so that the entire school will know
that counselors see children for a variety of reasons.

D. Non-Problem Centered Counseling -.general

1. Students who achieve succe s tR sports, orchestra, dramatics
and other school related a tivIties will be interviewed by
the counselor and encourag d to discuss what they.did which
brought them such success.

2. The counselor will discuss the possible implications of their
success on future occupational or educational plans.

3. The counselor will interpret standardized test scores for
students and paxents.

C\

V. Individual Counseling* - The essence of any counseling program is
individual counseling.

A. Individual Counseling-Problem centered

1. Students will be made to feel welcomed, accepted and cared
for by means of assurance, encouragement and attentiveness.

2. Client growth will be recognized, discussed ana reinforced.

3. The client will be encouraged to evAluate the effects of
counseling on his'behavior. (as counseling been helpfUl?)

4. Clients will 'be encouraged to set goals for themselves and
evaluate their success in achieving these goals.

*The methods discussed.belaw are only selected examples of the
counseling process. They in no way constitute a list of a complete
repetoire of counseling techniques and should not be construed as such.

4 8
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a. John has been absent 40% of the time without.,good cause..

b. John is interested in improving his ettendance record.

c. John decides that for the present time, 80% attendance
would be good.

C)
d. After several weeks John is asked to evaluate his

success in relation to his goals and attendance record.
19-

5. Clients will be encouraged to discuss with their parents the
fact that they are seeing the counselor.

a. Clients will be informed that at times, it is appropriate .

for parents to participate in the counseling prOCess.

6. The counselor will u8e, where professionally appropriate,
iso

various behavior modification techniques.

a. Some sample items used es reinforcers might be:

(1) We Try Harder Pins

(2) candy

(3) balloons

(4) verbal praise

7. Counselors will urge clients to wilite contracts whereby the
clients agree to do certain things w4h specified rewards.
Parents often participate in the area of rewarding if the
client agrees.

8. Where necessary a counselor will assist a client to discuss
a problem with a teacher in the counselor's office with the
counselor present and taking as passive a role as appropriate.
This provides support for the client.

9. The greatest of reinforcers in counseling is success. When
the client feels that he has resolved his conflict and has
taken the appropriate action as he views it, then the ex-
perience is self-reinforcing.

B. Individual Counseling - non problem centered

1. Students frequently want information about school ac'tivities,
interpretation of standardized test scores, school policy,
news about recreational and employment opportunities etc.
This will be provided as pleasantly and efficiently as possible.

4 9
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2. The . counselor will facilitate the client obtaining the
necessary information if the counselor doesn't himself
have it.

VI. Exposurc:

A. Before a school popUlation can take advantage of the services of
a counselor they must first feel warmly towards him as a person.

B. It will be necessary for the counselor, whose role is one of
acceptance and positive regard to overlook much of what goes on
in the halls when students are making noise and running.

C. It must be obvious to the students that when they see the counselor
they don't have to worry about getting yelled at for misbehaving.

D. Some methods by which this can be best accomplished are as
follows:

1. Walking the halls between classes.

2: Eating lunch with students or at least sitting with them
at their lunch tables from time to time., ,

3. Float in and out of the nurses office and. show:anterest
in how they are feeling.

4. Be quick to assist a pupil in need - lend money, pencils,
paper and a telephone book when appropriate.

5. Talk with teachers between classes so that the students see
that the teachers respond favorably towards the counselor.

6. Stand outside before and after school talking with various
groups.

7. Smile acceptingly when children are sitting on "the office
bench."

8. Seek out converaations with students - wherever their "turf"
is.

9. Write notes to students who have done well - either in-lieu
or in conjunction with an interview.

10. Write letters to parents when a counseling case who has had
serious adjustment problems seems to show definite signs of
improvement.

50
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11. Encourage teachers to invite the counselor in as a resource
person in mental.health, occupational information, counsel-
ing as a profession.

12. Work with the editor of the student newspaper and feature
articles that relate to counseling - "all Honor Roll Students
receive letter of Congratulations."

VII. The Media: (Examples appear in the Appendix)

A. Schools don't,often capitalize on the use of media to influence
opinion.

B. 'The following methods illy help get the message across:

1. Distribute posters that encourage students to complete their
-

education.

Post signs that indicate when and how a student may make an
appointment to see his counselor.

Obtain occupational information at the students' reading
levels and distribute it freely.

4. Where stndents are being seen because of some outstan
accomplishment, rather than sending for them individuallY,
have theM paged over.the Public Address system.

5. Give appointment slips to Oildren which have some implied
status attached to them rather than a run-of-the-mill school
form. , ;a

6. Display children's art work in the office.

7. Display children's academic work as long as it shows improve-
ment even if the mark is a C (where the child had F's before.)

8. Be willing to show children the counseling record if they
seem interested.- (Confidential information about adoption
etc. should be filed separately anyhow).

VIII. Conditions:

A. Counselor's offices should not look like offices.

B. It is possible without spending very much money, if any at all,
to convert a typical office into a place where it is conducive
to talk and relax.

5 1
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. C.' The followi'ng are some suggestions as to how this can be done:
4

1% Push the desk against the wall. Never talk across a desk
to a Client.. If possible, get rid of the desk and use a

'round table.

2. Never haveil c,fficial looking papers cluttering
the desk. Th ntimidate students.

3. Displaw chil ren's art work all over the wall so as to cover
the usual schtml drab.'

I. Scrounge from the teachers' lounge a comfortable chair for
the client to sit in. If this is impossible, spend a few
dollars and purchase a foam rubber cushion for the client.

5. Where the student population is fifth grade and under have
junior size chairs available so that the client's feet will
comfortably touch the floor. The counselor should sit in
one too.

6. Have toys, wood shop projects, games, puzzles, goldfish
(obtained from the science budget) and paper weights that
can be used 5p "break the ice" with.

7. Have a big box of kleenex next to the client's chair.

8. Most. people like.candy; keep some around.

9. Refuse,telephone calls and interruptions from faculty
members. when talking with a client.

10. Keep a needle, thread and .collection of s-afety pins avail-
able at all times.

11. Smile.

EVALUATION

I. This is unquestionably the most serious and difficult aspect of.the
counseling process. It is also the one most neglected. Research in
the field has been sparce. Methods for effective evaluation have
oeen limited in scope. Instruments which have been developed are
generally rather crude. Some instruments which have been success-
fully used at the college and high school level need to be adapted
to the reading and conceptual level of younger children. An example
of this is the "Relationship' Inventory." (See Appendix).
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II. Methods of evaluation

A. All students sha1,1 be pre and post tested using the "Counseling
nventory." (See Appendix) (Whether they were clients or not).

B. The number of self-referrals will be compared between the be-
ginning and end of the school year.

C. The qUality of the selt-referrals will be evaluated as follows:

1. Need for information.

2. Need for changes in rosters.

3. Academic difficulty.

4. Transitorir social problems.

5. Serious peer group relationship problems.

6. Serious personal and hom,e..related problems.

D. Frequency of parent initiated contact with the counselor as a
function of client 'encouragement.

E. Number of invitations to participate in classroom activities
as resource persbn.

F. Client promptness far interviews.

G. Rate of client oancellation of appointments.

H. Rate of client forgetting to come to interviews and not cancelling.

I. Degree pf client satisfaction with the counseling relationship
as measured by the "Relationship Inventory."

J. Re-administration of-the "Counseling Inventory" in five years
to seeytether the students continued to respond in the same
way they did.the first two times' the inventory was administered.

K. Re-administration of the "Relationship Inventory" five years
hende to tliose students whorwere clients to see whether their
responses remained consistent.
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dOUNSELING lENV5""TORY

Stephen Weinrach, 1970

140

L. Where is the counselor's office?

410
2. What is it like inside?

3. What is the counselor's name?

What happens when a student sees the,counselor?

;

48.

5. When I see the counselor in the hall, I feel ---.

6. What kinds.of information does ihe counselor give out?

7. If you did something wrong, what would the counselor do about it?

8. Is the counselor bossy?

Does the counselor give lectures?

Does the counselor like me?

11. Does the counselor care about hov I am getting along?

12. If T had a serious school ptdblem, who would I tell first? second?
4

13. Kids who see the counselor are ---.

144. If 1 had a sei4ous personal problem, I would tell

15. What is the difference between the counselor and the prine.ia)

i6. The worst thing about our counselor is?

17. The best thing about our counselor is?

18. .If my mother cwne and spoke with my counselor, I would ---.

fT

19. To gecian appointment to see te counselor, you ---.

20. If the 'Counselor' sent for me, I would
,k

21. If my teachir suggested that I see the counselor, I would --.

22. '0ihen I go by the counselor's office and see a friend of mine inside,
I think --.
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23. Why does the counselor send for some children?

24. i.rhre in the building have rou seen the counselor besides his
office?

25. If I had a younger brother in this school and e askedille about the
counselor. I would say that ---.

'0
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SO.

To: The Boys and Girls

From: Mr. S. Weinrach, Guidance Counselor

Re: Making an appointment with your counselor

Mr. Welnrach Is usually In school every Tuesday ant Thursday. He also is

here every other Friday. If you would like to see hlm and.he Is not In

his office, please do one o.'t the following:

I. Go across to the main office and ask tle secretary

to leave a message with your name on it.

2. Put a note in Mr. Weinrach's mall box whickls In the

main office.

3. Ask one of yolr teachers to leave a noterfor,Mr.Weinrach

Generally, I am able to see those boys and glrls who leave thelr name

within a day or two. Thank you.

Stephen G. Weinrech

Guidance Counselor

5 8
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Dear Northwood Scholar,

Congratulations!

Novembr 20, 1970

As your guidance counselor, I. want to let you know howproud I am bf your success selar.this year. NOw that you
have gotten cift to a.runnlng start, I hope you can continue
doing so wail in your studies. It is not easy to get such
good marks. The DOyS and girls who succeed In school are
usually thm ones who are prepared to spend the necessary time -,at home doing their school work. Often it means a little less
television, too! You must have worked hard. Keep It up.
Success is its own reward.

SnWiej

5 9

Stncerely,

Stephen G. Welnrach
Guidance Counielor
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Section III

Model Outcome Research Project

(Student Perceptions of Counseling at
the Northwood Middle School

Between'October and December 1970)

it
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sc,Ifp:,- is a complex relationship among teachers, students ad-
clients an7:i counselors. Producing approach behavior towards

:y s:uaenzs is only one small part of the entire counseling process.
A_lho th:s is of course a prerequlsite fcr effective counseling, it is by

synonymous wi-:n the entire concept of counseling. Furthermore, the
u_te goal of effective counseling must be facilitating independence and
responsi.:::.ity on the part of the client.

b.soess at first involves developing approach behavior and rapport
client.and the counselor. .This should not be interpreted as

foste;:h.: a dependent relationship. Once the specific goals of counseling
havu n .%et, :ermination of the relationship is in order. Ideally the

a: ..:oint concludes that he no longer needs the counselor and can
mak ,?. his own.

in the beginnng of the relationship the counselor was concerned
approach :,ehaviortowards the counseling process,'once the

of interacting without the assistance of the counselor,
the stresses separation. flopefullythe client realizes.that he
may 1turn at al,/ time. One need not be 'actively engaged in an ongoing
eounsel:nc relationship to value counseling.

;i1-shon in many ways the counseling process is similar to other learning
..Y:::)e_.:encs it is very different from the typical classroom setting. The
1:l.ish teacher-, for examlAe, strives to have her students demonstrate
ai;pro%h b,havior towards English for an indefinite period. If a student
who 3:.ce showed great interest in English soon lost his zeal, the teacher
may ci.;v::_;tich thu overall success of her methods. On-the other hand, the
:%ost sur:cessfuL counsd?ing case is the one where the client has both re-

coflict and terminated counseling contact.

...0

thu b...c.ades sense, one may say that if a,client truly values counseling
thc;h 1:1th fut.;.re he riil seek such help again if needed. This is true. But
in an i=eiiate sense, in terms of evaluating a counseling program within the
thrje or four years a student stays at the particular school, it becomes nec-
easaT7 stisfied with certain unanswerable questions. For example;
"Dc::s the s';udent value counseling five years after graduation?"

is pcssii:le to construct a counseling program in behavioral terms that
ltLy and accuTately evaluated. But frankly, there seems to be more

0_1:1ex Issues of counsRling today than can be accomodated into such
At the present time we lack the. sophistication to measure rapport

w. too many counselor-educators is a vital component of the successful
onship. Insight is another issue which seems to defy evaluation but is

neverneless a part of counseling theory.

dll.:=a arises, not in terms of objectives or methods, but in our
ity to develop sensitive and sophisticated instruments appropriate to
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; ties of the counseling projess. :/grely 'breaking it down into
o..:psnent arts ana testing each part individually doesn't seem to
th..'4. issue. Sometimes the whole is greater .then the sum of its

:.:.leorists have developed a Lehavioral model for counseling.
s:ni councling does not concern itself with much more than what can

oe aefined in behavioral terms and equally measured. There is nO
%ha7 bre are many school related problems that can be effectively
;ea tnrougli the application of various behavior i,odification techniques.,

school coancelor is limited in terms of the variety of reinforcers
employ. 7urthermorila it appears as though the state of the art is

tha; we don't -know whgrit would take to reinforce some clients.

feat,.3t, limitation to a strict application of the behavioral model
('(-) that it defines counseling too narrowly. Rather than ad-

we lack tne skill to evaluate the complexities of the entire
relattoriship, behavioral counseling stresses the theory that if

it L. defined behaviorally and evaluated effectively then it is of'

_ haviofal counseling has had a positive impagt on the process of counseline
this limitatioh. It has forced counselors tO be more specific in many

of cojectives and has urged'them to consider the need for evaluating,
thy have or have not met these objectives. Counselors have been too

prone to throx up their hands in frustration and claim that,they know what they
are doing but can't prove it. 0

Counselor-educators seem unable to agree on which variables constitute the
iduaL counseling relationship and how they effgct counseling outcome. Few
e-u-:ators agree on how outcome should be evaluated. It is my contention, that
u-rziL :nselorLeducators can agree on what constitutes effective counseling

r.:earoh designers are capable of measuring what the counselor-
ors previously agreed upon we are relegated to a rather hit and miss

npro::.cn ,Jowards counseling. But let us at least be as effectiye as we possibly-
ca:: Se when we "hit."

zeneral agreement that a desirable goal of school counseling is
ooth take advantage of the counseling servide and value j:t;

r,:oz.Le, therefore, to describe various methods which wi,11, facilitate
approach behavior. There are several methods, some of which are

superficial, that will evaluate the frequency of such approaches.
2 are e7en fewer techniques that can efficiently elialuate qualitati-ve

.07-.

The maor onjective of this paper is the describing of methods by which
of 3ou:13e1L1U by students in a middle school can be assessed and the
of suc:h data obtained at the Northwood Middle School between October

Decem-er, 1)70:

6 3
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Aware..-.ess

Chilaren will know who the.cminselor is.

Children will know where the counselor's office is located.

7
.

Children will.know what a counselor does. (See B Responding
for list).

Children will know how -to go about arranging for appointments.

Children will know what the relationship is between the counSelor
and the principal, faculty and community.

Cnildren will have en idea what transpires during a typical
counneling sessiOn.

1. Students Will individually initiate contacts with their counselor
in relation to the following problems, among others:

a. need for information

o. needfor changes in the rosters

c. academic difficulty

\
d. transitory social problems

serious peer group relationship.pipplems

se:rious personal and home nelated problems

2. Groups of students will initiate contacts with their counselors
in relation to those items, among others listed above.

When a student is sett to the counselor by a teacher he will
come willingly and coqfprate once there, as follows:

come

.3

'come on time

c. once in office will sit down willingly

d. will talk about thinFr,s in general

e. will discuss basic problem which precipitated his coming

f. will explore the various alternatives available.

6 4
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will attempt to select the best alternative for himself

. will map out alith of action consistent with his chosen'
alternative

i. will demonstrate an attempt at following through

will reportback to the counselor tout his relative success
anci/or his desire for additional counseling sessions

4. Students will share with each other and their parentstheir ex-
periences with the counselor.

5. Sicdents will encourage their parents to participate in.the
counseling process with them, by having them contact the. counselor.

Children will associate unconditional acceptance, concern,and
positive regard with seeing the counselor.

r1

2tildents in the Northwood Middle School will v

1

ue contacts with
the counselor at their school in particular an contacts with
counselors in general.*

RESEARCH DEtGN

A. lIrpose

The purpose of this project was to determine to what extent the
students at the Northwood Middle School displayed approach .be-
h-lvior towards their counselor.

B: Pcoulatior,\

The entire student body at the NorthwdOd Middle School were ad-
ministered the'Student Attitude 'Qestionnaire on the same day'in
Decem'r,er of 1970. The total number of respondents was 219, the
s2hool population was 235.

0

Jail.iht; of counsc.ii..r.igitacts ty students is only a facet of thp
cc7eior's job in a school settii* where he must work with parents, teachers,
adminfttrators and representatives of the community. This objective deals
only with student behavior.

S.

6 5
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employed on a half-time basis between October
01:0.1970. ThQoquestionnaire was administered during

ek tt he worked at Northwood. Prior to the counselor's
fpc:-A:ner.t at Northwood there had been another part time counselor
7.he :revicus year. Although not easily categorized, her approach

counseling was somewhat different from this counselor's point of

O f_the pi.iary objectives of this counselor during,the first
part of the school year-was to ealcate the studeqs and faculty
aDol:t counseling and to help develop approach behavior towards it
A 7,c5,1 deal of the.counselor's time was spent with large groups
in discussing various developmental problems that the students might

ntrurt::intation

-.;udelt Attitude ';ionr.aire was developed 'by the counselor
fcc.WhOm it was used to evaluate _The items we,rlaritten in an
atternpt at testing his behavioral objectives.

11221ALYSTS OP DATA - TOTAL POPULATION

A. Description of Scoring.

The questionnaire consisted.o
identification; .(b) awareness
to counseling. The identifica

ae.types of questionu (a),

unseling, and-(c) responding
'items were included so as to

make it possible to ascertain whether av.sub, populations felt
iffere-Aly -owards.counSeling,than the total population. It

pro.fed quite beneficial.. Using intuitive logic, if
a stunt I. aware of and responds to counseling he will
also :).L.1,! cJu!-.sciing. It is quite difficult to evaluate t

valuing-wi7hmi; identifying awareness and responding.

reported in percentage of responses based on the
:reciency distribution for the entire population. The,results
appear in threacolumns. The column of the left, unless i9dicated
07_herwise, represents an approach response or an accurate Perception
of co...nseling The.middle coluMn represents avoidance or inaccurate
reoponses. Thooe percentages .reported in the third column, unless,
indicated otherwise, Tepresent students who answered the particular question
for the most part, had their responses tallied in the.third category,
ie, "I.don't know.", 4



Boys: 99

ar Section:

Girls: 120

58.

Total - N 219

g-ad N-68 7th grade N=71 .8th grade 80 Total N=219

2L. THF, C77IDANCE COUNSELOR HAS CALLED ME DOWN TO HIS OFFICE BECAUSE. I

. Grades Behaviorpersonality ,,Nidver there
misc. problem

5.9% 37.4%

. Cfl 11E TAST GRADING PERIOD I GOT:

"Unsats"

4r

"Honor Roll"

19.2%

Neither (Circle one)

AccofcLng. to the combined respoftses in item 24, 62.5% of the students T-

stated that they saw the counselor. The counselor tried to see all
studen'cs who either received unsats or made the honor roll. Item
30 indicates that recei'ved mdrks which would qualify them under
this.criterion.

.

.

31. I FAD READING THESE QUESTIONS:

Easy * Just right
AP

47.0
,

:tem ';'._ dal,.. with level of reading difficulty. Thevocabulary was
pre-tested with .4 class of 6th graders. In retrospect this was
crucial 7.1tf all the words dictated, the one which they had difficulty
frogc:izir.g ,i7as "cdtne1or." Even when printed on the blackboard
:; (Cd not recognize it, although it was part of their auditory
ocablry. The counselor then printed "guidance counselor" on the

:oard and m'cre students 1.-ecognizea it, but still a few didn't. The
directions for administering where subsequently .changed to provide
for `,1:.. est alrinistrator to both pronounce and print the words
"uidanc 1 ccselor" on the board.

The thlt4 reported for item 31 would suggest that the test proved to
-Arr:nin the inaependent reading level of 83.5% of the student body:

7rom ot che ing of the questionnatres, there was no observable
oetw6e grade level and difficulty.in reads the instrument.

I;em 31 was not analyzed by the computer according to grade level.

6 7
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IST GUIDA:CE COUNSELOR'S OFFICE LOCATED?

.05 4.6

59..

....ouf 1;ercent of the studenti knew where the office was
j

.-

. 4
car.:. This particular office had been used the previous year

4!!OF
.:cil.h.:e2.1. office. Prior to-that it was used by the nurse.

..0,

1

!,..0

',.6.5
, 6.4 i 566

.

i

0to iteM 14 needs soMe interpretation. Firstly, the
oflifce was decorated with children's art work including's:12'

1

- ;-

- 3 fooi:, wide painting fashioned after Jackson Pollack's.
t.sr,y1(.:, .Y.oili-.:o hung from the ceiling. All this art work was .'fro:n :.i.le hallwev. The Office'suite consisted of two

. .. i
.(.): w;.:.s (.1;-nsibly used as waiting ro8M which hadchairs

of the art work. The inner office h4-a desk and tWo'Chairs
I.;z.-tod ws somewhat more formal. Frequently the counselor used the

clui;:iie room to talk to individuals and it was used exclusively.when
caMe.dowyl. Some stUdents in the 8th grade felt that the mural

was '',.4y!' or "babyish." Generally the comments were'favorable. !.
i

However,- over 6% of the students objected to the hdghly decoratedoffice.

,7,-T'LTKE INSIDP?

11. Y'AT IS THE GUIDANCE COUNSELOR'S NAME?

(')onvt worry:about spe14ng)'

:5 6.8

Q.: the 1::IL,est items in terms of level of awareness was to the
came (92.7%). This item was scored regardless of

if there was a resemblance to his name, it was scored
'

e
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CTZICE, A YOU SEEN TE7

12.1

. h whs.!ther the students noticed that

frecluc,ntly cut of his office or ih it.
6-r:Y:ch response was ih6icated if the student listed

in tlle s(!hc)ol. be:rides the.main 7Mce. The
w'no responded to seq,ing the counselor either in

c2.H-2e,y. Over twelve percalp; didn't know or left the

4

C:COLOli SEES BOYS AND GIRLS FOR ThE FOLLOWING

.9 10.0

.ored "ac ate" listed answers
i-ror;lema, unsats, problems with a teacher,

If a sIkdent respond14; "to get yelled at" or "to
it was s(:ored a inaccurate. Ten percent didr't know

sce t'ne touc,selor.

L:7T SEES THE GUIDANCE COUNSELOR?

13.2 29.7

. ut t le ..0..laents dave inaccurate information
c wcu:d see a col.nselor, 13.2c,10 showed apprehe.lsion

- st.,:ehts nw w1y a/child may see the counselror
. sa-.; the counselor. Az inClicated

almitted to see.Ing the counselor.
_2'nooL associated approach rcharior

to note that 13.21, of

2

ard3 seeing the counselor.
t cns were (a) eorate

inaccurate and the
y, throu,:h perjcnal

of -I. do,.'t 'Know" is one of the hst
H- wo..2..J indicate that more children .

the orectives a2e,
with tJeLr.;,-, cRlled down to the counseicr's

6 9
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(:COYSELCR. YOU:

29.2

61.

:-11:dren reerr.6ered how to get
.1i: -.he sChool was %isited by the/

'0 '.:irctions were g::ven out. Except.for the
worke;..-: alternate days, it was rather easy.

,0 see him. The t,eachers were generally veryt-

,]..L...r!..3EN ?HE GUIDPNCE COUNSELOlk AND TH-E

. cl.,/,--.lelear to the students that under rit)

ncs 'ne "paddle" the7,. The boys were at first.
;. k:-.on for hitting the children.

the students associated
-e4; with the counselor and punishment and

percekt of the students
teir perceptiohsrof the difference.

1:-.0F:Nn COUNSELOR GIVE OUT?.

included in the questionnaire was omitted during
the writer was unable to come up with a preferred

0osod't.o cne which indicated either avoidance or in-

19.4.

they liked the counselcf.
c%e x.st recognize the fact that there

It would oe interest-lhg
%c:ese didiDlay in terms of acade:nle

succe-,b. .40,010.2t'of the students who stated
4,146:;. Ci in ing aroup., One b;lt

it. the uui eftill?time oasi's
.seLiamong

:

divided .litAer two. The
,. ...ht,.rpreted a_ .-. display of:,approach behavior tol.:arcs.*y.

.'..A.'.
i .;m.,..

4

.1
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LO:Y? ("No" = approach response) '

13.2%

in ts revrse,'i.e., those students who
counsi,lor WAs not bossy were given an approach

::C:;!;.-1:-.1 GIVE LECTURES?

20.5%

0

26.5% h°

1 the saxe as item 4 above. The res:qt

. 2-C:c.-ent. This has one of tne highest

.

:or and inllcates that twenty percent of the

. rn- co'inseLor prche to give lectures. This mizht
nf the large number of students Who were

- t nv tne nrincipa1 to discuss their uneats. In

44 cUr:vSELOR FRIENDLY?

1:27/0 7.3% lb

of th..2 s:,udents,felt that the oounselor was

p.6ssie that the students accepted the fact that

fbr a they were concerned, "gave lectures"
him as friendly? To tipl item only 7.3%

were Inable to respond. Compare this to the

7t.

LrY.E ME?

75.5%

:s ijffic'.1:t to evaluate. Three forths

:f rh counselor.liked them or not. .In

the 75.5;t represented a high score.
of responses under the category

In 77r.7.-..rlscnto rs-pcnses to other questions. The

,t...lents who felt that the counselor
feel that the counselor /e3
(see page 15 for a *tailed

-C s4.,:dents comprising the 2.1%).

7
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erts wtre unable to respond to
szutlents expr.essing avoidance

A little rr.;:re than half of'the students
saw tLe couns..::Ior reported that he under-

..o 7:,-;az the 38.45 reti' e is
1. felation to t.le other.scores.

COii=.PATIENT?

4.1% 24.g%

where the students' perception of the mounselor
perception of himself. The students found the

thr. he felt he was.

bercentage of stude.;.ts who were 1.1.nab1e to respond.
students feLt that the counselor was not patient.

,:c.)1(:1. have predicted that this figure vou1d have teen
ei '

'r 'Cu- .-"',OR HELP BOYS AND GIRLS?

16.0%

r. ,I-..ex.nec the students had confidence in the

J'Lri:ough over three-quarters felt that the counse-i.or
E remained a reasonable percentage of students

(Ici;. In a scbOol with a full time counselor,'
"1 kncw" miht see a reduction over the school

DA77-7. 7:).-2:::::-.70R CAPE ABOUT 'HO:: T':si GETTING A.1,0:75?

27.9%

FOY'S GTRILz?*

28.8%

. ! sc:a1ike a projective hevice,inviting
how they thought the counselor felt. TAO re-.

.teyls were hi,7hly similar. Unfortunately:a little
. e :nable to res7on1. One r.:.:st

those who felt that zhe co::nscr
.

72
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T.
L:-.1.) :0 DO WIL1 SCHOOL, TE-7:

r:b .,;(1)LD

T,acner Other

1).54 11 19.6%,

iOU
Vifr

PINK:2M, W14.0 WOULD I TELL FIRST? .

Teaohor Other

8. 48.4%

.e !lot scored acoording to "approach",
"E ..s.ncw': If a student listed the counselor

spaces for each question it was scored
uent _istea a teacher (and not ipe counselor)

"a.acher." i'arents and frieuds fell into the third
all three were mentioned, and as long as the

(- appear it was scored "counselor." The
fc In.some instances the counselor was not
uhe teacher a_ld parents were. That was scored as

, is olnLc,:s from Ltie dalta that the,students were more'
counselor foe :school related problgms than personal

::ay e r!'actr1 of the Oditional values of the
tuat th is encouraged not to bring their per-

,rct.e.; to school or out ofthe house! On the other hand it
'ildren feel more confident about talking wisth

school related problems than personal problems.
is rr:ali-stic. Other than,listening, the school

rculcii,ng the co:nselor, are frequently unable to change
worLd. (ertainly t1e counselor can help a child

co:Iplexities of 'ois world but students may
than we ex-pect. Unfortunately some

rehporul tc this item and this was recorded
column. This may hay, :.een an error.

- .

_ COUN51ELOR IS?

11.3%

TA' 2 COUNSELOR IS?

55.7%

H cTen en]e'l responses which were la:.gely
ceo . e7..:] were inchaded so that stuaonts

, the col:rielor. To qualify
!haittdent hoi c.o make an

si 'He get's us out of
5.inc.e the counsolor didOct feel

-:,ps to :.:ents' missing class fof tne salle

7 3
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'"he is nice" and "he
_oglwhat din:erent. This

til1 c57)nr4i.-:al in a. 9,egative sense.

:;fiq shaald stay the way he is",
:.4-)nroan.., A ,n1.zriser of students wrote

.11)4.:stiar or-41lia clothing" these were placed
,t- .)ecae they were not considered to

to be scored as avoidance,
veir.44"::. s ossy" or "he doesn!t mind his awn
twOr..itunL; do not lead themselves to machine

a.re hest ]nterpreced from the raw data provided on the
t. r:

65.

1 m CUIDA:ICE COUVSEI.0? SHOULD? COULD?

12.3,/3 47.9%

17 and 18 in that it was eLLciting
a.i ed,.1 response. It was scored accordingly.

.. percent re.;pcnses were identified as approach.
%(..;I:;c: were :;.11.d.r to: .."contirlye what he is doing,"

tiasis,'"'see more students," and
7 cu. dliss tal'ss." For an answer to be

..-esponses would be like: "mind his own
"leave the kids alone," or "stop thinking he knows it

Yi.:Grtat..21y .*nost half of the students in the school did
co this it,.:..

S:N7 FCR ME, I WOULD THINX?

18.33fo

A.D .---'1-1F..:CE:VrEn A Y.OTE ::0:4 THE

OLE TC H1S'OFFICE ON
" DAY, WHAT WOUY) I TELL ME BROTIin TO SECT?

1 % .34.2%

71 ;ere attempt at seeing how the
etn:2ripeing called down thenselves
called down. W"nereas they miLl'ht

ativ some of the' earlier clestior.s,
mr,:] them tc e>:prezs how they wa.ild feel if they were

t..tion or kne-4 sor b!le -,-no was. It is interestin,7 to
.,, of tno zhc,we.4. approach oehavior if tiov

a bit cau7,1ous (54.YA; if the:r nrot:-.er
.c-;:lue responses were reversed

2. per,-iuiit (1- -:) displayed avoidance reactions to

7
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t.he:Lselve..;,whi1e 1,4uy were less protective in
brothers (10.5%).

41-

and a frequency distribution pi-egaer.)
e was to analysis of. variance. Theoretically this

ce the -copulation was not randomized and was not a
Th,:, 219 stud'ents. represent the'total

c:cmpleted the cuestionnaire on the day it was
, the following sub-groups were compared in terms

.i,2y.roach rating. This total score was calculated on the
. t of both the aw*eness and the response type. The

tv-re omitted for the analysis of variance. Below
all cf the combinations which proved to have no.important

,.1:e mean of the eatire school.

:

u

4,7cade and sex

\,s

, cf problem for having seen counselo-r
not seen at all). \The information for this Was

frum item -24.
..

to and sex and type of problem

7-3 c,c7pared to.sections 7-1, 7-2 and 7-4

1,0 :-.i,!dtons 7-1, 7-2 and 7-4 according to sex.

.u, a co:-.rol. 'cr4yip per they did receive special
scrHz_cf -rrcup discssions with the counselor

Ild no;:, ha7e. "pOr th4:s reason the colInselor wanted

j.ffecently aout counseling than the other seventh

7 5
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-.se in the Aata which e counselor would not have
cf 25 ai-,pro:.ch responses, the mean for the entire

cr "apprpach" res1Jonses.

i ; FPQNSE EY AC;.1,17,NIC STA:7M

yo2cnin;.1 in each
eate7o:T

Number responding
.in each category

;

19.2 44

113.4 9

33. .; 73

coliaselor Lecause they w re on the honor roll
01;.t the counselor than the ther two groups. This

Howeve'r, those students who saw the counselor
-:ounselor more- favorably than

Th.2 findings would indicate that the
as :any children a5 possible. Thetata suggests

couns:lor, for whatoever reason, view the counselor
!!-2-osc who O.on't seu him at all

- hc st%dentsgn.v.? )r_.rco.ch responses to question six
,(Delor like me:) it was decided to compare the

of iz roup (11=46) to the entire population (N=219). The
points for each question is reporta-in the(

5tJdents tended to demonstrate greater appUbtch behavior
in total population. Except for four questions, their

than the mean response for the total population.
.rich theiwere lower, (13, 16, 20, 21) the differ-

c: less. These studnetS nfom their responses
above indf.oated that they knew slightly less'

n!selih and would be oo:newhat less inclined

'W

of the total population.reported I

-A,re on th,-.2 honor roll and this group

r.h-? differencf2s in scores, one can state
n-led to do Ge7,ter in school, be more independent and

Ch items 6, 86, 11 and.12 they
cf the total popu1a4-ion. These

T.ey tncught the counselor felt Aout studeAs
par.cicular and the counselor's ab4ity to help

7 6
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jts

-::ere instructed Ti-c.e "don't know" if they couldhlt
.-1-,:sticnc. acme c.a the identification items were :Left

. 7.11:; :nada analyzih:.; the data ac'cording to sub
tt; It did not effect the frequency djstribution of the.

hds the "feeling" that had the data processing center
ccui-E:ped4to work With unsophisticated graduate students, the

la7.a coull have been more thoroughly analyzed. Yor example, was f'

any relationship between those who had trouble;reAding the k
--"e.s7lonnairc, (item 31) and the over-all approach score? .There
7:re c,eveial other relationships which could have been explored.
Howev.--.r, in view of the results, it doesn't seem -eb be appropriate

thil;

questionnaires were hand'scored and the results tabulated
bn TT2 !: Forms. This transferring of.information increased-the./ikeli-
1.33d of clerical errors.

of' the instru:'.e:-:t:

.iistrument should have been pretested with a random sample of
t'ne popultecion usng an open-ended instrument. The
r,::c1:its should have been tabulated and the 4 most frequent res-
Lcui,..ls to each question should have been included in a multiple
.b:ce form of the same questionnaire. The students could have

-Jspcnded directly on the IBM sheets and considerable time could
"a7c,.:. One or two open-ended questions, though, should

Le :r.,led in 7he final instrument.

itos of the questionnaire should be either deleted or re-
n. T- "Inat kind of Thfe5ation does the Gc give out")

diffi.cuLt to score since the nature of this
'br'3 ;:,articular jon iric.iuded very.littIe information giving.
wa: i::ended to ascertain tne acade:74c success level of each

:iewevet' it was posadble for a student to get an unsat and
7ake -nor non. The qtion should be rewritten.

que2-.:cns which elicited cpen-er.ded responses were especially
.fi;:ellit to score. rte data*may be helpfUl in understanding the

1:inds of this the students wanted from the counselor but it did not
itself to computer analysis.

7 7
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c.,..,nbersome to c;.dminister to
,,7a11.e .Lthot the asciztance of data processing

O. e, L. answe," shet thouJ lec:i itself to machine,scoring.

th =. wa:D edministered so-that there was
L Peen th2 results could have been com-

do:relions cc.:7,puued.

on cuestio-, tires. The responses Were ha
anr:. the res,Jonses were then tranferred to

were.punoneu tne computer at the University of Toledo

A

no Pane lint-, is impossible-to make any statements
nc attituJes. There are no norms against which to

All that exists is a series of responses to 31 items.
in a relative sense ranking the items from the

]n terms th f,.:,7;uency of approach responses. For
I're1,,l'y of either avoidence or "don't know" responses can

IW
renses ua not appear within the text of this

octs.can provide insight into how they
sro,;rw-.. One item stands out, the itudents

na-:e coul,selor'on a full time basis. Some seemed somewhat
7 thy c..DA.:rdn't rely on the counselor's being in the building when

Mir problem was oeyond the counSelor's control.

stuients felt that the counselor gave lectures.
;.; saw the rounnelnr for reasons other than grades.

.

ye apiranensive or,scared if they were,called
Ten and a half percent would tell their

tc :p,!ct trN: called down. These feelings are not
coun!;elinr; pro;rm.

nJ.:!tor of seeing virtually all the
made the no-13: roll. Thiltre is a basic question

,net 7:he :.ee; of the student body lf..mit-
aL school administration imposed upon the

of seeng those who received unsatsP The col:nsflor
whr. 7,,,e honor roll. ::cwever, only 5.9% retorted

oth.4r reasons. Ln terms of evaluating the
.,..roL;ra, one must wonde: whether this 6%.1evel is rather

was in the school for a limited amount of time and possibly
have come'to the ccun.selcr if circumstances had beer different.

7 8
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70.

sr t.2.1moLt twc-irds of the students in the school
c: These .s.--7,atctics ar self-reported. Do-students

for 7ersonal oroules rond any differently than other
less i. eu to respond when asked?. The writer of

t,i!n.z to feel that the 6% fiiI:ure is 400accurate estithate of students
counselinr:.

rne::,ber that the ccianselor worked at this sChool for only three
, h... on a hal'f time schedule at that. For this reason, it is possible

in t.:13 fact th,i.t he saw tvo thirds-of his case load within that
I.:1. :H2,1: individual Ounseling for personal problems suffered because of it.

conclusion, the data would suggest that the students, for the most part
prcaci schavior towards counseling. They knew who he vas and,what

ihuy knew w'nere is office was and how to get an appointment. Seventy
of the students said that they liked him. Eighteen percent said

se scared if they w'ere sent for. The counseling program, at this
school was in its infancy. Both the administration, the students

neeed a greater cppertunity to learn about each other and
c-..7,e,.1.er. The initial findins afe encouraging. It is unfortunate that

:c...hslor was' unable to continue working at this school. There was a job
t.:le faculty and administrationre supportive to counseling and

the _:::lents were eager.

a
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-31.2

-4.7
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, y..)L.r name anywhere on the sttached pag,:s.

snswc:r a'./cry qsutien ss 'netly as ?ossib!e.

4
C7130c"' betu,,en 'ye:.;" - - "I don't kno::

''...'.n %,i!I ask you to c ilk e the sentence by filling :n the
4Do not worry abou';- spell,rg. 410

IP
no7 LnearsTand a question OR are unable to answer.a quest:on
a linu thrOush the answer space.

if

do

72.

63 you need to anzwer.

tn:s is not a test. Do not place your name anywhere 0

-eachor is not permitted to help you except by explaining th

Thank you.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO.

8 1
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73.
I.

f.

i

YES NO Waif
.

15 7

-,1Cp.rce counselor ?
ir

ce,counselor bossy ?

7,rce counselor !riendly ?

LicTG counselor like me ?

counselor (live lectures ?
41P.

ic.arce counselor understanC me ?

e3u1qblor phtient. ?
I

.

T counselor help boYs and girls ?

nce coJnselor.care about how l'm cetting along ?

7((idn7cp co'unselor like boys and girls ?

r * * *

. .(r.ere Guidance counselor's office located ?

_t :3 iT ?

.not :5 Guidance couneelor's namil ?

worry about spelling )

..,1..r_(, oe.::,!, the ccanselor's office', have'y34( seen The counselor ?
jr,

n. B. C.

7. Tne sr ning aboLT our Guidance coumselor is ?

S. Tn, 'e,cr,37 Tning about our guidance counselor is ?
(

9. counselor sees boys and ;iris fortha following reasons

B. C.

8 2 71


